Impactful, inspiring and accessible learning is at the heart of our mission at UKGBC. Our diverse and comprehensive Learning and Leadership portfolio spans UKGBC's impact areas and is delivered across our learning levels, empowering everyone to take action towards a net zero, climate resilient and regenerative built environment.

As a valued UKGBC member, all employees of your organisation receive free or discounted places across all UKGBC learning and leadership. Read on to see what we have coming up and plan your sustainability learning journey with UKGBC.

### ADVANCING NET ZERO

#### 26TH JUNE 2024
**Offsetting in Practice: Visit to a Regenerative Farm**
A project visit that will introduce members to regenerative farming and its link to carbon credits, supported by Agreena.

#### 15TH JULY 2024
**Offsetting in Practice: Visit to a Social Housing Retrofit Project**
This visit aims to provide UKGBC members with valuable insights into social housing retrofit practices and carbon credits, supported by HACT.

#### 8TH OCTOBER 2024
**Carbon Offsetting and Pricing Masterclass (London)**
A UKGBC masterclass supporting built environment professionals to deliver an ambitious approach to carbon offsetting and associated carbon pricing that supports the net zero transition.

### NATURE & BIODIVERSITY PROGRAMME

#### 13TH JUNE 2024
**Biophilic Buildings (London)**
A workshop for industry professionals that explores how to encourage far greater biodiversity in the built environment by using processes and design ideas inspired by the natural world.

**Working with nature (Online Masterclass)**
A masterclass that will introduce nature-disclosure and the frameworks that are on offer.

#### 25TH JUNE 2024
**Biodiversity Net Gain Masterclass (Manchester and Online)**
A masterclass on Biodiversity Net Gain in England, exploring what it means, its importance and methods of implementation.

#### 15TH JULY 2024
**Zoom into Nature (Online)**
Gain a profound insight into nature through this hybrid nature-immersion course.

### LEADERSHIP

#### 10TH JULY 2024
**Navigating Sustainability (Reading)**
For non-sustainability business leaders to build their knowledge, confidence and agency for change.

### CLIMATE RESILIENCE AND ADAPTATION

#### 16TH JULY, 12TH SEPTEMBER OR 15TH OCTOBER 2024
**Climate Resilience in the Built Environment (Online)**
Learn and understand what climate resilience means in the built environment.

### COMING SOON

**Change Accelerator 2024**
UKGBC's Change Accelerator programme brings together experienced business leaders from across the built environment for an impactful sustainability leadership course that empowers participants to drive transformational change.

### BESPOKE LEARNING

UKGBC's Bespoke Learning supports businesses in the rapid improvement in sustainability knowledge and expertise to mobilise teams to get on the front foot of the green transition.

*Designed to meet the unique needs of each business and its people, our bespoke programmes facilitate an organisation-wide mindset shift that nurtures a strong culture of sustainability beyond the sustainability specialist teams.*

Find out more [here](#).